COMP
LINE
AIR FILTRATION COMPONENTS

SPECIALTY
METAL
PRODUCTS

Panel Filter Support
Wires are designed
by BLC to effectively
support all types
of filter medias.
Available in a variety
of sizes and styles,
they are used in
self-sealing wires,
bags and pads.
Crosswires can
provide additional
structural integrity.

PANEL
FILTER
SUPPORT
WIRES

Bulk of Panel Wires

ROLL media
CORES

All OEMs’ types
and styles. Unit
Ventilator Cores &
Core End Cups
are also available.

CORE END
PLATES

BLC can provide a
variety of Core End
Plates used for the
manufacture & rolling
of Roll Filter media.

Metal Filter Cell
Sides are an integral
component used in
assembling Cartridge,
Rigid Cell, HEPA or
any other type of box
filters. Available with
headers in a variety
of sizes, depths and
materials for any
application. Check
out our Stainless and
Aluminum pricing!

METAL
FILTER
CELL
SIDES

Bulk of Metal Cell Sides

NOTCHED
FILTER FRAMES

BLC’s Notched Filter
Frames are made in
a wide variety of
frame sizes, depths
and materials.

EXPANDED
METAL

Produced in four (4)
roll sizes, Expanded
Metal is widely used
in the manufacture
of pleats and filters.

PROVIDING
SPECIALTY
METAL
COMPONENTS!

BLC

INDUSTRIES INC.

A Quality Manufacturer of Air Filtration
Equipment, Filter
s and Components
Filters

Corporate Headquarters
BLC Industries was founded in 1976 as BLC Wire
Products, fabricating panel wires and grids for Filter
OEMs. In just a couple of years, BLC grew from its
singular product offering to the COMP-LINE
Series of products now available, adding notched
frames, headers, cell sides, cores and core
components to the company’s very first product line.
Options including expanded metals, stainless steel,
aluminum and customized parts rounded out the line.
Today COMP-LINE represents a small portion
of the company’s overall production. However, the
spirit of this product line is present everywhere.
As an OEM, we listen to our customers and
manufacture hundreds of specialty prototypes at their
request. And while BLC has seen the landscape of
the industry change from several small, privately held
companies to an industry dominated by bigger
business, our company has stayed the course.
We are still a “can do it” company. We have
innovated and introduced new product lines.
We continue to listen to our customers and realize
that partnership and loyalty can still outperform a
corporate bottom line. We understand that a total
commitment to quality, economy and service releases
the spirit of innovation.

P.O. Box 14187
Louisville, Kentucky 40214
Phone: (502) 366-6002
Fax: (502) 366-6255
E-Mail:

askus@blcind.com

www.blcind.com

BLC-WEST
Phone: (480) 839-5333
Fax: (480) 839-1584

Or Contact Your
Local Representative:

And innovation is what COMP-LINE has always
been about! Let us know what we can do for you...

Quality
and Service
Assurance

BLC Industries assures the quality and performance of its
COMP-LINE Series of Air Filtration Components. With material
inspections, in-house process reviews, and most importantly Final
Product Inspection before shipping, BLC ensures customer satisfaction
and guarantees quality!
For Quality, Economy, Innovation and Service… It’s always BLC!

